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,,New Earth,, is perhaps too generous a way to describe the future planet
that the remnants of human civilization will most likely live on. "Venus
already
Junior,, may be more accurate. With governments and corporations
working to mine tar sands and oil shale, to drill deep water oil deposits,
including under the now-thawing Arctic, and even to captule natural gas
from frozen methane hydrates (a11 while continuing to mine coal and drill
current oil and gas reserves), a radicaily hotter world than civilization developed in seems highly likely. That's a world where average atmospheric temperatures are 4oC,1 5oC, even 6'C hotter,2 where the North Pole is again
nearly ice free, where the western Antarctic ice sheet has collapsed,3 and
much of the coastal land where many people now live has been submerged'
yes, that nightmarish reality might take a few centuries to manifest, but it
seems clear that this is the future we're choosing for ourselves and that the

environmental movement tacitly accepts.
jn the
Preventing that future-if that's even possible at this late stage
game-witl require a radical reformation of the environmental movement,
as either a bolder politicat force as Peter Jacques discusses in chapter 9, or
even as a religious missionary force (or ideatly both). The movement has
taken neither form thus far-at least ln any significant way-and might not
be able to fill either niche, but in its current "soundly compromised" fotm
where it prioritizes incremental reform, the catastrophic future we're heading for is ali but certain (see chapter 9). Yes, the movement is helping to
modestly slow down the ecological transition (or "collapse" flom a human's
perspective), but in the end, this will mean only that the collapse comes a
few years or decades later. until a radical redesign of the movement is
orchestrated, we can expect little more than this'
In this chapter, I critique the current form of the environmental movement, which at its best is doing little more than slowing the spread of the
global cancer that human civilization currently has become and at its wolst
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is legitimizing the unsustainable growth and consumer culture that the
movement is embedded in. I then propose an alternative design of the
movement-one that could reintegrate humanity as a functional and
healthy part of a larger Earth system. Specificary, I apply the 1essons from
over 2,000 years of missionary religious organizing to the environmental
movement to see how these 1essons could lead to more enduring success for
the movement. while the speed of this type of change may be too srow to
prevent civilizational collapse, lt may turn out to be exactly the strategy
needed to get humanity through the ecologicar transition, which at this
point appears unstoppable, and rebuird in a manner that prevents further
human-triggered collapses in the future.
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The Corruption of Envirormt

These are battles that have never stopped and often now take the mantle
of

"environmental justice.,,
or maybe we have to go much further back: when first societies created
myths, rituals, and taboos to prevent poor stewardship of essential
resources-whether sacralizing forests, banning certain foods during cer_
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All of these could be argued as the starting point of the environmentar
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continuing to work in parallel-sometimes in unconnected ways, sometimes in symbiosis, sometimes even in conflict-such as when one NIMBy
("not in my back yard") struggle conflicts with a broader global environ_
mental agenda. But if we're taiking about today's environmental movement-one deeply associated with charismatic megafauna and global issues

like ozone depletion, toxic waste, and, most recently, climate change_I
would argue that this movement has existed in its modern form since the
first nonprofit environmental organizations created multinational franchises or subsidiaries. This took a series of disparate and relatively unconnected but similar (in biological terms, "convergent") struggies and created
a global unifying presence that could direct resources around the world and
help set (or even trump) local priorities.
Sometimes this has proved advantageous-shepherding rich country
resources

to developing country battlegrounds-and other times

less so,

such as when environmental organizations serve as collaborators with corporations whose local agendas are directly at odds with the goats of longterm environmental stewardship.
In certain cases, this global standardization process 1ed to positive results,

including international cooperation on key environmental issues, like
phasing out chlorofluorocarbons, preventing cross-border water conflict,
and banning toxins like persistent organic pollutants. It has also led to subtler benefits, iike creating civil society power where it was relatively weak or
suppressed to help orchestrate environmental action and redirect the
destructive pursuit of progress. western nongovernmental organizations
entering china (see chapter lz) and post-Soviet states, for example, have
helped create a core of environmental energy there and helped to buitd and
fund the movement/ creating political space for homegrown activists, support for those activists, and international recognition (which also helped to
increase their protection against persecution).5
The Corruption of Environmentalism
Sometimes, however, international civil society has had a less beneficial
influence. rn 2004, conservationist Mac chapin wrote a critique of the

conservation community's work

in Latin America and how it

often

ignored, marginalized, disempowered, even displaced the indigenous community as it worked to protect biodiversity hotspots.TAnd while in theory
the movement should have learned that this is not a model for success,

the marginalization of essential constituencies and powerful potential
partners continues. Similar stories to chapin's continue to be told about
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initiatives like the REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and
Forest Degradation) mechanism. while designed to slow deforestation and
incentivize additional forestation, critics argue that REDD+ is 1eading to
the conversion of forests into monocropped tree plantations, undermining indigenous peoples' conservation efforts, and even propping up
extractive industries.s
These stories aren't iimited to the distant forests of developing countries.
Tom Goldtooth, executive director of the Indigenous Environmentai Network, noted that even 350.org, often viewed as the new face of the United
states (and even the global) climate movement, resisted engagement with
indigenous people. "We had to challenge them to bring us to stand with
them on the pipeline issue," noted Goldtooth in 2011.e
Perhaps as problematic is that many organizations accommodate the
political realities of the consumer societies of which they're part-either
consciously or unconsciously-and so at best they work to slow ecological
decline, not fight to create an entirely new sustainable reality. Some, like
Ted Nordhaus of the Breakthrough Institute, defend this position by
explaining that development is inevitable: "The question isn't whether Brazil is going to develop the Amazon, it,s how. you have to think about how
you're going to work with that process as opposed to resist it.,,1u \ y'hen
moderating development is the starting point of the struggle, the end point
can at best be an "ecodeveloped" Amazon (read: condominiums, malls, fac_
tories, stadiums, and farms, built with green materials and running on
renewable energv). But considering the global ecological importance of the
Amazon to a stable climate and preserving biodiversity, if development is
inevitable, so is our eventual collapse.

worse is that most multinational environmental organizations have
fuliy embraced their part in the industrial-consumer paradigm, even if they
self-identify as correctives to this system. From large saiaries and posh office
buildings, regular global travel junkets, and many of them actively partnering with corpolations, to nearly alt of them failing to question growth and
having investmentsf in the very system that has to be radically changed to
have any chance at preventing runaway climate change and other catastrophic disruptions of Earth's systems, these organizations are in no position to foment the scale of change needed to create a sustainable future for
the 9.6 billion people the united Nations projects will be inhabiting Earth
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But even worse is many organizations now suffer from undue
influence from corporations-in the research, health advocacy, and
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environmental communities. with many organizations taking millions of
dollars in donations and having corporate leaders on their boards, this
has not only weakened the independence of these organizations but
provided a vehicle for some of the dirtiest corporations to ,,greenwash,,
themselves. Accepting funding from corporations, which have millions of
dollars available to invest in public relations efforts, has misdirected organizations from the true challenges facing them. Moreover, it has led some
groups to soften their criticism of supportive companies and in some
cases has even led to questionable endorsements of polluting companies

or their products.13
As iournalist Christine MacDonald writes in Green, Inc., of those corporations listed in the Political Economy Research Institute's Toxic 100 (a list of
the worst corporate air polluters in America), twenty-nine are major contributors to conservation organizations.la While it isn't easy to identify how
much influence these contributions provide companies, it is hard to imagine that these relationships provide no influence at all. David Morine, a
former vice president in charge of land acquisition at the Nature Conservancy, after leaving the organization, discussed with the Washington post
that his pioneering effort to bring in corporate funders "was the biggest
mistake in my Iife." "These corporate executives are carnivorous,,, he
explained, "you bring them in, and they just take over."t5
How does this corporate influence affect organizational priorities and
willingness to advocate for the difficult changes necessary-such as economic degrowth and the curtailing or even dismantling of unsustainable
industries? And with most groups receiving funding from affluent donors
and foundations, both of which depend on a growing economy that allows
the wealthy to continue their philanthropy, will these groups really risk
alienating their funders and members advocating for the tough remedies
the planet needs?

What True Sustainability Will Require
The mainstream environmental movement has made itself into an incremental change agent at best-saving a percentage of forests slotted for 1ogging or habitat to be drilled, stopping a percentage of the new power plants
being built, and accelerating the growth of renewables even when the real
battle is not shifting to less unsustainable technologies like renewables but
curbing energy and material use to a point that makes the consumer lifestyle impossible. After all, renewabies also take massive amounts of upfront
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energy to build and additional energy to maintain.16 ultimately the only
way w-e get to a sustainable future is by reining human civilization back
within planetary boundaries, and that will require dramatic degrowth of
energy and material usage, consumption, and the total population of both
humans and its dependent species, including livestock and pets, none of
which will be very popular positions to take.17
There's a lack of honesty in the movement when we talk about what
sustainability is going to require on the New Earth. For any chance at a
sustainable future, we are going to have to radically reduce consumption,
especially if justice continues to be a priority and we want to provide additional resources to the most impoverished among us to increase their
chances of having a decent quatity of life. In that context and in the context of a growing population,ls the only thing that can give is how many of
us live the lifestyles of consumers.
The ecologicai footprint, while not a perfect indicator (for one, it is far
too conservative), does offer a rough benchmark of how many people the
Earth can sustain. At current consumption levels, for example, humanity is
using 1.5 planets worth of biocapaclty.le In other words, we,re undermining
planetary stability as we burn through Earth's ecological capital. At our current global average consumption levei, the Earth could sustain
iust 4.4 billion peopie without undermining the well-being of the Earth,s systems.
And if everyone consumed rike Americans, the Earth courd support only a
quarter of today's population. On the flip side, if we lived very humbly (at
a $3,000 per capita annual income rate, as in low-income countries), the
Earth could support nearry doubre our current population.2. Naturally, few
people would choose such an "impoverished" lifestyle and no mainstream

environmental organization would dream of advocating for this. worse,
with global marketers and policymakers pushing growth and increased
consumption worldwide-and projections estimating that another 1 billion people will join the ranks of consumers by 202521-this extreme
reining in of human consumption probably won,t happen unless major
ecological changes force us to live like that.
But what about attempting to converge around a one-planet footprint?
william E. Rees and Jennifer Moore caiculated a one-planet footprint and

found that it is dramatically smaller than what high-income consumers
take for granted (see table 10.1)." calorie consumption is a third less,
meat consumption 80 percent less, iiving space
iust a quarter, and air
travel just 4 percent of what it is in a high-income country.23 Most stdking is the number of cars per person: while there is one car per 2 peopie
in a high-consumption society, in a one-pranet society there is just one
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Table 10.1

Comparing Fair Earth-Share, World Average,
and High-Consumption Countries

Consumption Measures
(per Capita)

Daily calorie supply
Meat consumption (kg/year)

Living space (m2)
People per household

Home energy use (GJ/year)
Home energy use (kWh/year)
Motor vehicle ownership
Motor vehicie travel (km/year)
Air travei (km/year)
Carbon dioxide emissions (tons/year)
Life expectancy (years)
Source: From Moore and Rees, ,,Getting
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1.5 Planets
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3,383
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66
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to One-planet Living,,

car per 250 people.24 In a city like Washington,
DC, with a population of
about 620,000, that means a vehicle fleet of just
2,500 cars. Giving priority to emergency vehicres, pubric transit, and shared
cars (taxis, car shar-

ing, and rentals), that means essentially no private car
ownership,
something Americans wiil be even more reructant
to do than cutting
their meat intake by g0 percent.2s of course, there
wourd be some signifi-

cant hearth benefits to shifting over to a one-pranet
lifestyre, such as hav-

ing far fewer peopre overweight or obese because they,d
be eating less
and walking more. After cuba's transition to
a one-planet lifestyle-due
to a iack of oil access after the coilapse of the Soviet
union, not enlightened environmental consciousness-the country,s
obesity rate halved,
plunging from 14 percent in to 7 percent in just
5 years (1990_1995).16
while it has since risen to 1g percent, it is still far lower
than the 35 percent obesity rate in the United States.27
Moore

and Rees,s one-planet calculations assume today,s
population,
however' Add another z.4birion-the UN's
medium-growth projection for
2050-and these standards wilr have to drop even further. 18
so how can a

mainstream environmentar movement-dependent

on donations from

consumers, foundations, corporations, and rich
individuals who have profited off these consumer trends-advocate for the
radicar changes necessary/
Are organizations brind to the fact that it is
the western consumer culture
that has caused the environmentar crisis, or is it that
organizations,
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continuing financial stability depends on keeping their eyes willfutly shut
movement as currently
designed is failing to "save the planet" or, more correctly, prevent radical
ecological changes that will lead the Earth, in comedian Geor.ge Carlin,s
words, to "shake us off like a bad case of fleas."2e
So where do we go from here? Assuming we don't want to wait patiently
for the collapse to wipe out humanity and the Earth to heal and repopulate
its biological diversity millions of years ti'om now after the sixth wave of
extinction runs its course, how shouid the environmental movement
reform itseif? And by "reform itself," I mean in the sense that Martin Luther
broke some minority of christians away from the decadent Catholic church.
The majority of environmental groups (i.e., the Catholic church) will continue to be part of the established order committed to minor incremental
change (e.g., green growth) while living affluent lifestyles. While they will
most likely remain as the dominant player, a ne\,!' wave of energy and
authenticity could come from the Lutheranesque upstarts and over the

to that truth? Either way the environmental

coming decades bring environmentalism in a radically new direction.
Considering the massive scale of change necessary, I see one strategy as
superior to others: the creation of environmentallsm as a missionary philosophicai movement. while this certainly wilt be met with ambivalence at
first glance, it should be considered a real alternative to the ineffectual strategies currently empioyed by the mainstream environmental movement. I
hope my detailing of this will at least spark a deeper introspection within
the movement's membership, leadership, and supporters and perhaps even
trigger the hammering of some treatises upon a door or two.

Cultivating an Ecological Philosophical Missionary Movement

What have been the most successful and long-lasting movements in history? Demooacy? Capitalism? Expansion of human rights in a variety of
forms? Or should we go back far further to the spreading of entire ways of
being-religious belief systems that provide codes of ethics, offer an understanding of how the world works, and promise guidance in how to achieve
a better life now and in the future, even after death. Religions, over millennia, "changed the basic principles of world civilization,,, as peter Jacques
points out in chapter 9. This is what a tlue sustainabitity movement will
need to do too. The fact that Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and other religions have spread and remained dominant social and cultural forces for the
past few thousand years, and across a wide varlety of geographic and
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cultural realities, reveals the power in this type of organizing: for the long
term, around a deeper way of being and acting, and not just around a specific short-term campaign goal.
The environmental movement must learn lessons from this-to understand that it needs to espouse a comprehensive philosophy and use its core
energy to spread that philosophy first and foremost. That,s not to say this
shift would mean renouncing working to achieve shorter-term political
goals (today's missionary movements are no stranger to potitical engagement), oniy that those immediate campaigns are subordinated to longerterm missionary movement building.
By "comprehensive philosophy," I mean the creation of an ethics,
cosmology, theodicy, rituals, even stories of redemption that could deeply
affect people and change the way they live. There have been some attempts
at this already. Arne Naess, in 1973, criticized the anthropocentric ,,shal-

low" environmental movement and advocated for ,,deep ecology,,, which
included eight principles that could be at the heart of people's personal
ecological philosophies.'" One problem with that approach, however, is
that it's not easy to organize a missionary philosophical movement if everyone gets to make their own personal "ecosophy."
Vaclav Havel, the Czech writer and political leader, once asked, ,,What
could change the direction of today's cirrilization?" He ansr.t,ered, ,,We must
develop a new understanding of the true purpose of our existence on this
Earth. only by making such a fundamental shift will we be able to create
new models of behavior and a new set of values for the planet.,,31 Offering
a purpose of life should be the starting point of any philosophy. What is our
purpose? Why do we have consciousness and the power to shape the planet's long-term development? While both religion and science have offered
different answers to this question, neither has been able to answer in a way
that allows humanity to live within the bounds of a flourishing planet. An

ecomissionary philosophy could offer a new purpose-one as simple as
helping the Earth to flourish and at the very least not developing in a way
that impedes Earth's ability to do so. As deep ecology,s first principle notes,
"The flourishing of human and nonhuman life on Earth has inherent value.
The value of nonhuman life-forms is independent of the usefulness of the
nonhuman world for human purposes."32 Ensuring that the nonhuman
worid thrives may be at the heart of any ecomissionary,s creed.
This purpose would also help shape the ethical code that a philosophical
system requires. The ethics of an effective ecophilosophy would need to
be fully grounded in Earth's ecological realities and should facilitate
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humanity's Earth-nurturing purpose. As conservationist Aldo Leopold
noted over sixty years ago, "A thing is right when it tends to preserve the
integrity, stabiliry and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when
it tends otherwise."33 This simple rule could serve as a foundation for a
broader ecological ethics. of course, considering how far we,ve trespassed
beyond Earth's limits, this will not be an easy ethical code to follow. obeying an Earth ethic will mean tough sacrifices and giving up many modern
Iuxuries-and some things taken today to be fundamental rights (such as
the ability to be as "fruitful" as one would like). But better to make sacrifices
than to accelerate Earth's decline, and if the movement was organized in a
way that provides other life wisdom and communitarian benefits, these
might outweigh the tough moral requirements. Look, for example, at the
Shakers, who because of their economic success and strong community
grew to a peak of 6,000 adherents, even though being a Shaker required
celibacy-a far higher bar than having fewer children and giving up airconditioning would be.3a
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Beyond ethics, this philosophy would need to provide an updated theo-

dicy-or

understanding of suffering. Ancient theodicies rely on ancient
understandings of the world. God's punishment or testing of faith or karma
often serves to explain alvay bad fortune. But humans are capable of more
nuanced understandings of the u-orld nou,, including why we suffer. Grasping that the Earth is a cornpiex, self-organlzing system means certain forms
of suffering are natural: prel'/predator relationships, for example, or the
chaos caused bv violent planetan' change like volcanic eruptions or earthquakes. But some other forms of suffering stem from imbalance, such as
when one population grorrs unchecked, whether that be populations of
homo sapiens or cancer ce1ls. Distinguishing between forms of suffering
and minimizing preventable t,vpes, rvhile flnding mantras and rituals to
accept that which isn't preventable, could serve people far better than
many theodicies available today.
Having a robust theodicy will be especiaily important in getting through
the next centuries, when, even in the best case, there will be massive life
loss and suffering as sea levels rise from thermal expansion and a collapsing
western Antarctic wipes cities and even entire countries off the map. God,s
(or Gaia's) wrath could serve to explain these losses, but a more nuanced
understanding of system change may lead to a healthier coping with those
changes (e.g., settling on higher land rather than having faith that God wilt
protect us no matter where we settle).
Beyond codes and creeds, any effective philosophy will provide means
to bond communities in celebration and mourning. As theologian and
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environmentalist Martin Palmer notes, "Environmentalists have stolen
fear, guilt and sin from religion, but they have left behind celebration, hope

and redemption."3s The problem is that fear without hope, guilt without
celebration, and sin without redemption is a model that fails to inspire or
motivate. Thus, creating rituals to mark birth, marriage, death, and annual
cycles like the coming of a new year that both celebrate human life and our
dependence on the planet will play a key role in developing a strong mis_
sionary phiiosophy. If done well, these rituals can also be a restorative ecological force rather than an ecological drain as they often are today. with
the average funeral costing over g10,000 in the United States and using
massive amounts of resources (concrete, woods, steel, and toxic chemicals)
to inter loved ones, it would be hard to design a more unsustainable way to
celebrate death if we tried.36 But redeveloping this rituai, as the green burial
movement is doing, could make death into a driving force for ecological
restoration, burying the body simply (in just a shroud) in a natural setting
that becomes a sacred forest of the future, in the process sequestering carbon, providing community parkland and food, and providing a space for
biodiversity and ecosystem services to rebuild themselves (as opposed to
the pesticide-laden monocropped cemetery that's typical today). In addition to this, the accompanying funeral ritual could ceiebrate life, helping
mourning friends and loved ones understand that they are part of a larger
Iife cycle, that like the proverbial ocean wave, we should not be afraid of the
impending shore as we are actually part of the larger ocean. The body of a
loved one will become the food of the forest and eventually the bodies of
future generations. while this may not be as satisfying an end as eternal
life, it's arguably better than the successful end of the karmic cvcle:
,l
I

oblivion.
Could this mix of a hard-edged ethics, new stories, a more nuanced
understanding of suffering, and a set of restorative rituals be attractive
enough to pull in adherents? Perhaps the whole package could add up to
a robust, holistic ecological phitosophy that could inspire people across
cultures to follow a new ecocentric way of life. If religious systems based
on aliens or supernatural beings can spread around the world, it seems
that a system based on a living but nonsentient planetary organismone that science demonstrates we depend completely on for our
survival-should absolutely be able to. But the biggest point that Naess
misunderstood

in promoting his

deep ecology is that no philosophies
spread without the hard work of missionary organizing, and developing
those mechanisms will be at least as important as creating the philosophy
itself.

Erik Assadourian

Spreading Philosophies through Social Service provision
How have missionary reiigious philosophies been so successful in spreading
across cultures, times, and geographies? (Religions, while they are under-

ttr.

standably more than this to adherents, are essentially orienting philosophies.) certainly forced adoption of these philosophies by poputations was
part of their success (whether driven by converted leaders or invading
forces). But more than this was the effective mix of a powerful phitosophy
combined with a timeless vision, beautiful stories, committed adherents,
and perhaps most important, the promise of immediate assistance-the
offering of food, clothing, education, livelihoods, medical care, even a
supportive community.
As the breakdown of the climate system and other ecosystem services
progresses in this century, the need for assistance will only increase-in the
most impoverished countries as well as in fuily consumerized societies. In
places like the united States, for exampie, few people have retained basic
survival skills-whether life skilts like food cultivation, carpentry, sewing
or repair, or specialized skills like midwifery or basic first aid. As complex
societies break down and fewer peopte can access the fruits of the consumer
economy (or depend on it for a livelihood), fewer will have access to medical care, schooling, support during elderly years, or even basic access to
food or shelter (something readily visibie reading the news about the Great
Recession, Spain and Greece's depressions, the breakdown of the Soviet
Union, and even the Great Depression of the 1930s). providing aid, community support, and the skiils needed to survive will offer a means to help
people in this transition and, as important, provide a means to convert
people from the currently dominant ecologically destructive consumer ideology to a more ecocentric and humanistic one.
The christian socialism movement of the 1800s offers a relevant case
study for this transition.3T christians, witnessing the destructive effects of
rapid urbanization and the poverty that came with it, created social programs/ including job training, food pantries, and safe housing for peopte
immigrating to the cities. The goal was not to simply aid those in need but
to spread christianity, capturing the hearts, minds, and labor of the recipients of their aid.38 This was the time when the Salvation Army and the
YMCA were created, which today continue to have a global reach, reaching
out to tens of millions of people, and distributing biliions of dollars of
social services in over 110 countries.3e Imagine what an environmental
movement could do with the same mission aty zeal that the Salvation Army

i;,

e\hibited.
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Look for example at Kibera, one of the largest slums in Africa. An informal suryey of this slum found that of the roughly 250 schools serving
the 200,000 to 250,000 Kenyans living there, nearly half are religious in
nature.ao The charitable goal of these religious schools is to provide a basic
education to Kiberans, a service the Kenyan government cannot provide
enough of. But these schools are also there to save souls and add members
to their philosophical communities.
At the same time, there appear to be no schools in Kibera teaching an
ecological philosophy. But imagine if there were. Imagine a school that at
every turn reinforces the idea that humanity depends completely and
utterly on Earth and its complex systems for our well-being; that it is unjust
to consume more than your fair share and to have a lifestyle that depends
on the exploitation of ecosystems, workers, and communities polluted by
factories, mines, and dumps; and that the best life to live is one committed
to changing this untenable, inhumane, and unsustainable system in ways
that improve the well-being of your local community, your broader philosophical community, and, above a1l, the planetary community.
This is a philosophy that could be reinforced in every aspect of the
school-from what is taught in the classroom (ecology, ethics, activism,
and permaculture along with basic math and literacy) to what is served in
the lunchroom and ever;.thing in between. Some students would walk
away just with knowledge, including a better understanding of our dependence on Earth and perhaps basic livelihood and trade skills-skills that
will grow in value in a postconsumer future. Others would walk away with
a deep commitment to this way of thinking, and perhaps even become missionaries of that ecological philosophy, starting new schools or other social
services that could improve people's lives while spreading a way of life that
could compete with the seductive consumerist philosophy.al
And this model could be applied to a variety of needs. Ecoclinics could
provide basic medicine but also focus on prevention that will help both
people and the planet. For example, people with adult-onset diabetes
might be asked to spend time tending the ecoclinic garden in partial payment for treatment, growing healthy food to replace the toxic, processed
fare that contributed to their diabetes and so many other modern ailments. The clinic could also provide cooking and lifestyle courses as well
as engaging with the larger community to help patients eat well and
regain their health. In the process, their ecological impact would shrink
along with their waistlines as they reduced their consumption of meat
and processed food, both of which have larger ecological impacts than
locally grown vegetables.a2
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Of course, social service provision is expensive, suggesting this new
movement may be as dependent on members and foundations as today's
movement is. But some of the services provided could be profitable social
enterprises that help fund other more costly social services. The Shakers
were known for their excellent herbs and craftsmanship. High-quality food
production could play a similar role, as couid providing key medical services like midwlfery. Medicalized birth is expensive, both ecologically and
financially, and typically leads to worse outcomes for baby and mother
than allowing nature to lead the process.4t In many countries, including the
United States, midwifery is a lost art, and the demand for these services
exceeds their supply. Making an ecophilosophy synonymous with highquality midwifery and doula services could gain adherents through successful1y helping mothers to have a healthy pregnancy, birth, and postnatal
recovery, including supporting women in the breastfeeding process rather
than using less healthy and less sustainable formula. And in the process,
they could generate revenue that supports both these practitioners and the
broader movement.
Hence sociai enterprises-like the YMCA's successful gym model and the
Salvation Army's secondhand clothing and fulniture sales-could play a
ke_v role ln building a positive feedback cycle to spread this new missionary
philosophv. And as the number of lives that these eco-missionaries touch
gro\\-s, so does the potential for social modeling and friendships to lead to
further spreading of the philosoph_v. As adherents invite friends and neighbors to join a celebration, a u-edding, a rteekly service, additional people
ma,v find their rvar- a1lgns closer to this rr.orldview than more ancient ones,
and thus the movement could grolv.
Finally, as numbers gro\,\,, some of the energy could be used to bolster
immediate political goals-helping mainstream environmentalists in their
campaigns, and with their deeper commitment perhaps even piaying an
outsized role than their small numbers might suggest possible. The Quakers
(the Religious Society of Friends) could be an instrumental model for ecomissionaries. This small Christian sect became a dominant economic and
political force of Pennsylvania in the 1700s as well as a major force in the
abolition movement.aa Today the Quakers continue to be a powerful voice
in international peace and governance processes-far larger than what their
total membership of 340,000 would seem to warrant.ls Eco-missionaries
could do the same, engaging in political resistance efforts, and working
both inside and outside the system toward the cultural, social, economic,
and political change needed (a11 the while also trying to gather additional
adherents to the cause).
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The Long Decline and Eventual Rebirth of Civilization

way-and probably coming much sooner than we
think. Climate change alone will prevent human civilization from follow-

The long decline is on its

ing a path of more growth, more progress, more "development." It is almost
a certainty that there will be major political, social, and economic disruptions; a flood of failing states; the dislocation of millions of people; and
wars.nu As ecosystems unravel, economies falter, and local and national governments go bankrupt or adopt austerity measures to appease lenders, there
is a good chance that basic social services will be cut and poverty wili grow
significantly. Who will fill this vacuum of providing order and basic services? Will it be fundamentalist religious institutions that read the breakdown of ecosystems and society as signs of the end times, or authoritarian
governments that offer security in exchange for the last remnants of
freedom?

Will either of these forces bring us cioser to a sustainable future, or will
they bring us further away as they either ignore the ecological restoration
needed or, worse, do more damage as they fight over diminishing resources
with other imperial governments (fighting, for example, over new resources
and lands now available within the Arctic Circle)?
Let's imagine a scenario where instead, adherents of an ecological philosophy come out on top. As sociologist Rodney Stark has found, early
Christians survived ancient epidemics in larger numbers because of the
mutualistic support members offered each other (made more normal by
Christian teachings).47 More so, their aiding of out-group members (e.g.,
pagans) ended up helping those fortunate pagans to survive in higher numbers and, often, to convert to Christianity (some, perhaps, out of gratitude
or awe, some because their own networks were suddenly much smaller as
not-so-fortunate pagans didn't survive the epidemic).48 Both higher survival rates and high conversion rates helped the rise of Christianity into a
dominant religion, even from its tiny starting base.nn
A strategic mix of essential knowledge retention (particularly in permaculture and essential preventive and medical care), in-group mutual assistance, and missionary aid could play a key role in helping ecophilosophical
adherents to both survive the turbulent times ahead in larger numbers and
spread their philosophy to many new converts, grateful for the help they
received in surviving too.
This in turn could enable these adherents to help redirect the future of
humanity to a more ecocentric path as they become a relatively larger, and
thus more influential, proportion of surviving humanity. After the dust
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it is possible that this ecomissionaly movement (whatever specific name it takes) will have grown large enough to
become a major force in rebuilding civilization and could seed a new halmonious way of relating to the Earth as well as prevent a new growthsettles and new states stabllize,

centric/imperial culture taking root.

I

can even imagine a day where ecocracies (ecological theocracies)
become the dominant form of state-just as Christian, Islamic, and Buddhist kingdoms guided the world throughout the Middle Ages. Surely these
ecocracies witl not be without their problems; no human institution is.
There may even be wars about meaningless nuances of their philosophy or
warring factions of eco-missionaries, as we have seen histolically with other
philosophical and religious movements. It is hard to imagine a future where
human conflict is no longer, but if it is waged in a way that neither harms
the planet nor diminishes the prospects of the long-term survival of civilization, perhaps that is a worthy enough outcome to pursue.
Taking the Difficult First Steps on This New Road

while starting a new ecophilosophical missionary movement is surely not
a comfortable discussion topic for most in the environmental movement,
this may offer more hope of saving humanity than the curlent populist
form of light green environmentalism. while telling middle-class consumthat "you can save the planet in ten easy steps," (with number 10 being
"donate to our organization") makes people feel better, it has shown its
extreme limltations. Clearly that kind of semiuseful or even countelproductive organizing will continue, but perhaps a more enlightened minority
will be enough to bring us a new deeper environmentalism that can help
us get through the collapse and build a truly sustainable future at the

ers

other end.so
The big question is, How do we take the first steps down this road? Does
it require a gathering of committed individuals to hammer out a first draft
of the philosophy to be shaped over the coming decades? Does it require
entrepreneuls to start building social enterprises and social services, embedding philosophical elements within the goods and services provided?
Does

it require reformers within the environmental movement working to

ratchet up the role of mainstream envitonmental movements? Yes, yes, and
yes. A11 of these and far more is required to get us to a mole useful and
enduring environmentalism-one that I hope can push us toward a new
ecocentric future that centuries from now will be built around a billion
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or so people living simple, fulfilling lives-lives that will be able to be sustained for millenniaby a flourishing Earth, rather than cause a seventh,
eighth, then ninth wave of mass extinction, as humans keep repeating the
ecocidal growth cycle beyond a scale Earth can sustain.
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